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� Design Impact with a brightly colored
 and beautifully designed label shrunk
 to fit and cover your entire package. 

� With the shrink sleeve label covering
 the entire package, there’s plenty of
 room to provide any information you
 need.

� Design changes can be made quickly
 and much more economically. If need
 be, changes can also be made
 during a press proof and be run on
 the press shortly thereafter.

� Security shrink sleeves are for
 “tamper-evident” brands. These can
 be printed with warning labels or an
 accompanying a safety seal. The
 labels can be perforated at the
 opening. 

SHRINK SLEEVE
LABELS

� Flexible & Strong – Most shrink
 sleeves print reverse print on the
 inside of the sleeve on a 40-70
 microns of clear film. This helps with
 scratching and scuffing during transit.

� Sustainability – Newer shrink sleeves
 in use today use more biodegradable
 and environmentally friendly materials.
 Sleeves can be removed easily from
 plastic bottling for easy recycling.

� Unique Packaging Options – Shrink
 sleeves can be applied to any type of
 container, whether it be glass, plastic,
 or even metal.

� Versatility – Expanded Content Labels
 can be applied to shrink sleeves.

SHRINK SLEEVE LABELS

360-degree label otherwise known as
a wrap-around label that form fits
to the uniquely shaped package

it is designed for.



FLEXIBLE
PACKAGING

� Boost product sales with on-pack booklet labels. 
� Packaging attracts the consumer's attention and effectively communicates advertising
 messages. 
� Add on-pack instant coupons which are more effective than free-standing inserts.
 Foldout labels are ideal for all kinds of coupons and on-pack promotions
 to move your product or offer "tie-ins" with other products, and
 they offer plenty of room for those extended barcodes.
� Many products require extensive text to meet legal
 and/or regulatory guidelines. Everything from
 nutritional information and cautions for use
 can be included.
� Reduce costs and reach new markets by
 providing instructions and/or legal text in
 two or more languages.

� Vast array of bags, pouches, sachets, wraps, from films or foils. 
� This product when filled and sealed, acquires a pliable shape that can be closed with
 a zipper and hung on a displayed by adding a punch hole.
� Printing process offers reduced costs and is a great short run option with superb quality.
� Easily test out different designs, run promotions or provide branded packaging.

EXPANDED CONTENT
LABELS

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING
EXPANDED CONTENT LABELS


